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Abstract

The initial surge of the COVID-19 pandemic hit Guatemala on March
2020. On a country scale, the epidemic has undergone a fairly well-
known and distinguishable initial phase, reaching its peak on mid July
2020. However, the detailed picture is more involved and reflects inter-
regional variations in the epidemic dynamics, presumably grounded on
socio-demographic, connectivity, and human mobility factors. Classi-
fying the regional epidemic curves and identifying the major hubs of
regional COVID-19 spread can contribute towards defining an evidence-
based risk map for future outbreaks of infectious diseases with similar
transmissibility properties. In this work, we make a regional wave decom-
position of the initial epidemic phase registered in Guatemala, and we
use the Richards phenomenological model alongside multivariate ordina-
tion techniques of its estimated model parameters to draw a countrywide
picture of the first epidemiological wave. By exploring similarities in
the model space parameters, we traced routes for the disease spread
across the country. We evaluated how well the proposed classification
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2 1 INTRODUCTION

can help to define a regional risk hierarchy comprising early stage focal
points, major hubs, and secondary regions of epidemic progression.

Keywords: COVID-19, Epidemic waves, Richards Model, Principal
Component Analysis

1 Introduction

The novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak has left a worldwide spatial
and temporal progression landscape of a pervasive communicable disease [1].
The scattered historical epidemic data represents a tremendous volume of
information about an explosive viral infection among individuals who, at an
earlier stage, were mostly uninformed and unaware about the potential harm
of the virus. Our focus is on the epidemic development in countries with lit-
tle to no resources to implement a strong epidemiological response. Although
in these countries the epidemic information has been unevenly collected and
presents several limitations, here we recognize its potential value to explore
the course of this epidemic and of future ones.

Shortly after the pandemic started, a large amount of scientific researchers
from many disciplines began to study the collected data and raise the discus-
sion about issues concerning the viral epidemiology and the evolution of the
pandemic to a thorough level of analysis [2–6]. Despite the reach of detailed
studies that make use of modern human mobility information/databases,
assessing the spread risk of COVID-19 in countries where such information is
not available remains a challenging goal. Even with data from GPS technol-
ogy from mobile phones, assessing spread risks has proven to be puzzling given
the high complexity of the structure of modern social systems. Practical and
theoretical challenges to characterize epidemic growth and the fast adaptive
evolution of the virus in the host population are all factors that make of accu-
rate risk assessments a difficult target. If these factors are carefully studied
and comprehended, a better understanding of the infection behavior could be
possible. For instance, [7–10] show that an in-depth risk-assessment of spatial
spread modeling could be made feasible by solving the problem of capturing
human behavioral change. Furthermore, characterizing human mobility in the
initial stage of the epidemic could reveal the most probable propagation routes
of the infection in the absence of interventions [11]. Any scientific progress
along this line of work would be valuable to practitioners attempting to manage
future transmissible airborne epidemics.

To date, many studies have focused on mid and large-scale population flows
to predict geographical distribution of COVID-19 [10, 12]. At a domestic scale,
the GPS technology in mobile phones offers a fast and accurate tracking of
individuals movement. While this tool is extremely valuable, refined nation-
wide data is not always available nor easily reachable in many countries. The
above is particularly true for the Central American region. Hence, in this study,
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we focused on developing and proposing an evidence-based approach to model
the spread risk of an airborne disease outbreak within one developing coun-
try. To do that, we characterize the spread progression of COVID-19 only at
an early stage. As a focus study we chose the country of origin of three of us:
the Latin American country Guatemala. Our modeling strategy can be imple-
mented to any epidemic outbreaks with similar transmissibility to the initial
phase of the COVID-19 epidemic, with mild or no interventions.

Solving the puzzle to establish a time line for the spatial spread of
COVID-19 initial phase in Guatemala begins with the identification of regional
epidemic waves and the proper characterization of their relevant phenomeno-
logical features. On the other hand, a spatial risk assessment of this disease
relies on identifying key trends present in the COVID-19 regional wave
landscape and finding out plausible spatial associations.

In this study we develop a systematic procedure to identify the initial wave
from daily incidence curves and to search for suitable analytical approxima-
tions from a phenomenological epidemic model. We show that the Richards
Model, a straightforward generalization of the classical Logistic Model [13],
notably approximates a wide range of growth curves configurations, thus
provides a convenient tool for wave description. Our approach to wave clas-
sification is rooted in unconstrained ordination [14] of the Richards curves
parameter estimates for every geographic locale to look for similarity pat-
terns in the waves properties as embodied in these parameters. We further
take advantage of available estimates about the country inter-regional popula-
tion flow to combine wave patterns with spatial mobility data for spread risk
assessment.

Our approach on the spatial association of regional outbreaks may prove to
be useful to refine epidemic risk strategies, particularly in the context of coun-
tries devoid of resources for scientific research and a robust epidemic response
infrastructure. Finally, we also illustrate how the same information that typ-
ically is used to provide COVID-19 trackers at National levels without any
further insights can be used to generate actionable risk information for this
and future epidemics in these countries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we explain the
bases of logistic models and Richards equations. A brief description of related
work and the results of our study are exposed and discussed in Section 4. The
final conclusions of our analysis are presented in Section 5. Finally, section 3
describes the followed methodology regarding data treatment, wave identifica-
tion and classification, parameter estimation, PCA analysis, and spatial risk
assessment.

2 Background

2.1 Logistic Models and Disease Outbreaks

There is a vast literature showing that logistic phenomenological models are
capable of capturing the main features of growth profiles in single infectious
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disease outbreaks [15–18]. Uncontrolled propagation that leads to exponential
curves is the most common assumption at the very beginning of an emerging
epidemic. Accordingly, the increase of the number of infected cases c(t) over
time is properly described by the exponential growth model, which states that
the per capita rate of change of the total number of cases equals a constant r
[16, 19]. Explicitly, the exponential model is

1

c(t)

dc(t)

dt
= r (1)

The r parameter sets the timescale of the epidemic progress and is known
as the intrinsic growth rate. At the initial stage of an epidemic, r can be used
to obtain an estimate of the basic reproduction number R0 [20], the number
of secondary infection cases that are derived from one contagious individual.

The central hypothesis in the exponential model lies on the assumption
that, at all times, the per capita contribution to the growth of the epidemic is
unaffected by the total number of cases. However, a variety of factors acting as
“density-dependent processes” can affect the evolution of the epidemic, causing
the outbreak to slow down and to reach a phase with decaying transmission
rate [16]. The exponential model fails to follow this behavior, which is instead
faithfully reproduced by the logistic approach. These models can be conceived
as variations of the standard logistic growth model, formulated in terms of
two parameters: the generalized growth rate r and the carrying capacity K.
This second parameter accounts for the total number of cumulative infections
over the whole outbreak. The standard logistic model heretofore abbreviated
as LM is defined as [15].

1

c(t)

dc(t)

dt
= r

(
1− c(t)

K

)
(2)

Logistic type models are commonly assumed to be of empirical nature and
do not rely on a specific basis of mechanistic assumptions. They are instead
rooted on general assumptions about the shape of incidence curves, making
use of a few free parameters. However, it can be demonstrated that they
approximately reproduce the underlying mechanistic dynamics of the stan-
dard SIR model where susceptible individuals are being converted into infected
individuals [15]. In fact, a little known result from theoretical ecology is the
work of Dennis (1978) [21] who showed that anytime a population of interest
(here the cumulative number of COVID-19 cases) grows on a supply of a sin-
gle limiting nutrient in a open system (here the susceptible individuals), the
resulting growth is logistic like. Furthermore, in closed systems, the growth of
such population in these circumstances is exactly logistic. Briefly, Dennis’ [21]
mathematical argument starts by modeling the process of conversion of nutri-
ent into population growth using a system of two differential equations (one
for the nutrient, one for the population of interest) that very much resembles
mathematically the standard SIR model. He then shows that reducing this sys-
tem of equations to a single equation is possible and importantly, the resulting
equation is logistic like and in a special case, exactly logistic. These results
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from theoretical ecology bring more relevance to phenomenological models of
the logistic type, as they provide equations with less parameters that bear a
close relation to epidemic dynamics. Importantly, the work of Dennis [21] and
[15] show that the logistic-like model parameters are themselves the product of
parameters carrying information regarding the process of conversion of suscep-
tible into infected. The link of these models with mechanistic processes is also
likely to result in stable statistical fits and reliable estimates in data analyses
[22].

2.2 Richards Model

The Richards Model [13], originally introduced for ecological population
growth as the “theta-logistic model” [23], provides a useful generalization of
the classical LM. This model includes an extra parameter, resulting in a more
flexible growth function and thus, accounting for variations in the transition
time from the accelerating to the decelerating phase of the epidemic curve.

In the Richards Model (RM), the differential equation for the cumulative
cases c(t) is given by

dc(t)

dt
= rc(t)

[
1−

(
c(t)

K

)a]
(3)

When a = 1, RM is reduced to the standard logistic model. On the other
hand, when a� 1, the density-dependent term is lost.

The exact solution to Equation (3) is explicitly given by

c(t) = K
(

1 + ae−ar(t−tc)
)−1/a

(4)

where tc is the time where the second derivative of c(t) vanishes and there-
fore, corresponds to the inflection point from increasing to decreasing rate of
cumulative cases.

Although some of the parameters in the Richards empirical model may
not have a straightforward connection with epidemiological concepts, contrary
to the widely used compartmental SIR models, Equation (4) describes the
cumulative case data in a surprisingly accurate manner. Besides, some terms
in the Richards equation have been found to contain intrinsic relations to
the ones of the SIR model (e.g., the exponential term). A drawback of using
the Richards model approach is the curve over fitting tendency, for which
it is necessary to add some constraints in the modeling process [24]. In any
case, here we show that using this simple model in the face of incomplete
epidemic information is useful to assess the temporal and spatial epidemic risk
of COVID-19 and other similar communicable diseases.
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3 Methods

3.1 Wave Identification and Maximum Likelihood
Estimation

Prior to the fitting process, we estimated the inflection points of the observed
epidemic curve, by implementing a computational algorithm to determine the
zeros of the variation of daily reports. For each department, we applied a digital
filter to the running average data to obtain a smoothed version of the curve
behavior. This filter was performed through a Savitzky-Golay filter [25]. This
filter was also employed to identify the location in time of the inflection point
from increasing to decreasing rate of cumulative cases, within a wave interval.

Once the beginning point and the duration of each wave was approximated,
we truncated the smoothed version of the cumulative growth curve to a time
window, defined by the results of the wave identification in each location. Then,
we started the fitting procedure by adjusting the parameters of the Richards
curve.

We chose the set of parameters r, a,K, and tc of Equation (4) that max-
imized the likelihood function L(θ), where θ is the vector of parameters.
We used the customary observation error model assumption that, for the ith
department, the observed number of cumulative cases Ci followed a normal dis-
tribution. The mean of this distribution was given by a deterministic process
predicted by the Richards model, that is

Ci ∼ N (µ = Ki

(
1 + aie

−air(t−tci )
)−1/ai

, σ2), i = 1, 2, · · · , 22 (5)

Our likelihood optimization routine followed an embedded algorithm pro-
cess. Initially, we optimized the log-likelihood log(L(θ)) via the Nelder-Mead
numerical optimization method but this strategy routinely got trapped in local
optima. To solve this problem, we embedded a Nelder-Mead search into each
Monte Carlo step of a Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA). This strategy
not only proved to do better explorations of the parameter space in the (K, tc)
dimensions but also systematically improved on Nelder-Mead searches that got
trapped in local minima. To get reliable search results, we implemented ran-
dom changes in K and tc values in the neighboring states set of the Markov
chain. We performed 300 Monte Carlo steps to generate sample states, and
an annealing schedule of 50 different temperatures. This strategy was suffi-
cient to warrant convergence at a prescribed tolerance (see R code in GitHub:
https://github.com/jmponciano/Ponciano-JA-etal-COVID-Guatemala).

3.2 Dimensional Reduction and Wave Classification

The wave classification analysis was carried out with Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) aimed at reducing the 4-dimensional parameter space into a
lower dimensional space that revealed patterns of similarity in the fitted curves.

https://github.com/jmponciano/Ponciano-JA-etal-COVID-Guatemala
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This reduction was achieved by defining an orthogonal projection of the wave
parameters space onto a lower dimensional linear space, such that the variance
of the projected points is maximized [26]. The reduced space obtained via
PCA was generated by the eigenvectors of the parameters covariance matrix
corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues. We call this reduced space the
PCA parameters subspace. The original data matrix consisted of a 22×4 data
matrix X corresponding respectively to 22 regional waves, each one described
by 4 parameters. Because PCA is known to be unreliable when the scale
of the ordination variables varies widely, we first standardized all parameter
estimates to the same scale in the matrix X. We then computed the empirical
covariance matrix S = Cov(X) of the wave parameters. Next, we considered a
2D subspace, which is determined by the S eigenvectors with the two largest
eigenvalues. By construction, the orthogonal projection of the data points into
this subspace maximizes the variance of the projected points. We used our own
algorithm for the eigen-decomposition of S, as well as the one for computing the

scores z
(1)
i and z

(2)
i , corresponding to the projections of the data into the first

principal components PC1 and PC2, respectively. By considering individually
the one-dimensional spaces defined by PC1 and PC2, and computing the
euclidean separations among the corresponding principal components scores,
i.e., dij = |zαi − zαj | for α = 1, 2, we established different classifications of the
regional waves. This was achieved by resorting to the hierarchical clustering
technique within the Cluster package in R.

3.3 Mobility Matrix and Spatial Association

Classifying the waves by region allowed us to establish a timeline for the spatial
spread of COVID-19 virus in Guatemala. This timeline allowed in turn explor-
ing the spatial association among different regions by constructing a mobility
matrix from internal migratory flows. The migratory statistics at departmen-
tal level were retrieved from the National Institute of Statistics [27]. In this
study, we considered the data related to the amount of workers and students
in every municipality that traveled to another department daily, as reported
by the last population census carried out in the country in 2018 [27]. As the
information was reported with a municipality granularity level, we aggregated
the data to determine the quantities per department.

Following Lai et al.[28], we define for each department a risk of virus impor-
tation, ρ, as the number of travelers received divided by the total number of
persons leaving the departments that have a high risk of experiencing interna-
tional infection during one day. We used this information to complement the
spatial analysis association of growth curves.

All the algorithms that are mentioned in this section were programmed in
R.
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4 Results and Discussion

The Richards model has been widely employed for the general description of
several multiple-wave epidemic events worldwide [17, 22, 24, 29–32]. Also, it
has been useful to estimate quantities of epidemiological relevance, such as the
initial growth rate and the inflection point of an outbreak in a given location
[15, 33].

Some authors have applied the Principal Component Analysis technique to
select the main COVID-19 severity predictors [34] or to evaluate the impact of
containment strategies by public polices classification [35]. In terms of model
parameter estimation, Agarwal et al. [36] utilized a PCA to obtain the funda-
mental parameters of a complex BHRP network model of the second wave of
COVID-19. Mahmoudi et al. [37] performed a PCA to classify high-risk coun-
tries according to their respective numbers of patients and deaths. Another
study presents a similar analysis of French cities, but employs the PCA tech-
nique to categorize departments in accordance with multidimensional variables
such as epidemic indicators and predominant age. Among other findings, the
authors reported a relationship between department mortality and the time
mobility restrictions were adopted in that specific location [38]. To the best
of our knowledge, no studies about COVID-19 wave classification have been
published.

Here, we employed the official surveillance data of daily reported COVID-
19 cases in Guatemala to carry a wave classification analysis based on both,
a fit of the Richards model and a subsequent principal component analyses
of the parameter estimates for each region. The only information needed was
retrieved from the COVID-19 web platform, managed by the national Ministry
of Public Health (MSPAS) [39] and consisted of the time series of the daily
registered cases, starting from March 13th, 2020 onwards. The infected cases
were registered at the onset time of the disease symptoms. In this research, we
limited the wave identification analysis to a departmental level (Guatemala is
organized into 22 different Departments equivalent to states in the USA, and
within each department there are multiple “municipalities” akin to counties
in the USA). In total, there are 340 municipalities in the country. As the data
granularity is based on municipalities (the second-level administrative divisions
of the country as mentioned above) we pooled the data from all municipalities
per department in the country to obtain the cumulative values for the 22
departments in Guatemala.

For the wave identification process, we first calculated the moving average
of the daily cases with a 14 day window. For model fitting using the Richards
equation, we made use of the time series of cumulative cases of each department
(see Methods). The time windows used for the analyses started 65 days after
the first reported case in the country, in order to reduce the noisy regime
with strong fluctuations of the very early outbreak. For each department, the
wave identification was performed by fitting the first phase of the cumulative
infected to the Richards Model via maximum likelihood (see Methods).
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Fig. 1: Richards model fit for the observed COVID-19 daily infected cases in
the 22 departments of Guatemala

The results of fitting the Richards Model to the first wave of registered
COVID-19 cases are displayed in Figure 1. Table 1 contains a summary for
the maximum likelihood model parameters estimates for each department. In
general, the inflection points of the regional first waves related to the Richards
model are found from 57 to 174 days, starting from day 65 after the first
reported case in the country.

The resulting waves can be represented by four parameter estimates from
the Richards model. The points in a 4−dimensional space defined by these
estimates were taken as the basis for the PCA and calculation of the wave
parameter space onto the principal subspace.

We found that the first principal component, PC1, explains 48% of the
overall variability, while PC2 accounts for 29% of it. This means that 77% of
the variability is related just to PC1 and PC2; hence, we reduced the vari-
ability analysis to the space defined by these two components. The projection
of the wave parameter data onto the 2D principal subspace is displayed in
Figure 2a along with the projections of the vector basis given by r, a, tc and
K. Examining the correlation matrix between the model parameters and the
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Table 1: Maximum likelihood parameter estimates of the Richards model for
COVID-19 cases in the 22 departments of Guatemala

Department Population [27] a Growth rate, r
Carrying

capacity, K
Inflection
point, tc

Alta Verapaz 1215038 1.028 0.040 1685 142
Baja Verapaz 299476 1.016 0.023 1258 159
Chimaltenango 615776 1.010 0.044 1233 96
Chiquimula 415063 1.008 0.060 941 106
El Progreso 176632 1.062 0.099 400 57
Escuintla 733181 1.005 0.084 3195 82
Guatemala 3015081 1.011 0.057 27230 85
Huehuetenango 1170669 1.006 0.030 2509 171
Izabal 408688 1.006 0.041 2374 129
Jalapa 342923 1.009 0.033 618 146
Jutiapa 488395 1.029 0.053 495 82
Petén 545600 1.004 0.036 2415 156
Quezaltenango 799101 1.004 0.049 3048 120
Quiché 949262 1.004 0.030 1783 169
Retalhuleu 326828 1.003 0.039 1448 125
Sacatepequez 330469 1.010 0.045 3374 102
San Marcos 1032277 1.022 0.075 1087 62
Santa Rosa 396607 1.020 0.057 697 78
Sololá 421583 1.089 0.038 1598 174
Suchitepequez 554695 1.004 0.049 2142 111
Totonicapán 418569 1.014 0.031 723 141
Zacapa 245374 1.013 0.032 1518 129

principal components displayed in table 2 as well as Figure 2a it can be seen
that the first principal component scores mainly capture similarities in the
peak position (tc) and hence the time span of the regional waves. On the other
hand, from Figure 2a we can see that the second principal component dimen-
sion gives more information about the carrying capacity k and the a exponent
parameter.

Figure 3 illustrates the results of the classification of regional waves by
using euclidean distances, according to the PCI score associated to each wave.
We found six different groups of waves that were labeled from G1 to G6. In
this figure, daily infected cases for each department have been normalized by
their maximum value.

Table 2: Correlations of Richards model parameters with principal compo-
nents

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4
a 0.28 0.76 - 0.59 0.06
r 0.96 0.06 0.11 -0.25
K 0.24 -0.74 -0.63 -0.01
tc -0.93 0.14 -0.23 -0.24
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Wave classification results using Principal Component scores allowed us to
propose associations in the spatial distribution of the infection through the
following scenario:

First, the group of regional waves with the lowest mean inflection point
tc seems closely related to hot spots of virus importation (groups G1 − G2).
Second, departments characterized by mid tc values have presumably high
connectivity to those hot spots (groups G3 − G4). Also, departments with
significant population mobility (group G3) can act as secondary sources for
regional epidemic spread, boosting in that way the epidemic course of rural
and more isolated regions that belong to groups G5 and G6. Finally, once
the outbreak gets triggered, the interplay of mobility patterns and population
density shapes the main traits of the regional growth curves.

The proposed scenario above strongly suggests that geographical connectiv-
ity is encoded in the global picture of the regional COVID-19 wave landscape.
Following this rationale, the local growth curves characterization can help to
single out the main elements that are necessary to depict a spread risk map
of the disease. Our investigation of the spatial associations in the context of
the COVID-19 epidemic and the estimation of a risk map from these also sug-
gest that this idea can be extended to model the spread risk of any airborne
infectious disease with similar epidemiology.

We compared our findings with available information on areas that are
most exposed to virus importation, along with regional mobility indicators.
In Guatemala, the main international land migratory flows occurs across the
southeastern border with Mexico and the southwestern border with El Sal-
vador. Those areas belong to the departments of San Marcos and Jutiapa,
and are considered high-risk regions. In addition, the highly populated city of
Guatemala, located in the Guatemala department, receives the highest volume
of international commercial flights. It is thus the most vulnerable region to
virus importation from an international source. These three high-risk depart-
ments are sorted in groups G1 and G2, according to the PCI scores in Figure
3. Also, Figure 4 shows a mobility map that represents risk in three disease
epicentres; namely, the departments of Guatemala, San Marcos, and Jutiapa.
The figure also displays the information about the cumulative cases per depart-
ment at two different moments of the initial outbreak: the beginning and the
peak of the first wave.

Figures 2b and 5 explore an hypothetical relationship between the principal
component scores and the importation risk index ρ defined above. Figure 5a
shows a probable approximate relation between PCII and the inverse of the
importation risk index. In order to check this statement, figure 5b plots the
second principal component PCII as a function of ρ−1. The figure suggests a
positive correlation between PCII and the inverse of the risk of importation
index ρ. In the same figure, we show in different symbols and colors the groups
G1 to G6 formed by the PCI classification.

When we tested the correlation between PCII scores and ρ−1 using a lin-
ear model we found that the results are consistent with the hypothesis that
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the importation risk might be used as a covariable to explain the PCII scores.
Within the linear model, the estimated internal migratory flow data is corre-
lated (Adjusted R-squared 0.3717, p-value 0.004676, non-parametric bootstrap
[40] 95% confidence interval (0.08, 0.70)), through the importation risk index,
to the wave classification provided by the PCA technique. Although the above
results show a clear signal for a positive correlation, the relationship between
PCII and ρ−1 is rather non-linear as observed in figures 5b and 6.

One can clearly identify two departments, namely El Progreso (PCII =
1.85) and Sololá (PCII = 2.74), which have exceptionally high PCII scores
compared to the rest of the data set. Those departments have an importation
risk within the 1st quartile of the distribution of values. El Progreso is also the
less populated department in the country (176632 people) which can explain
why its PCII score, negatively correlated to the carrying capacity K (see
table 2), is high. On the other hand, the department of Sololá seems to be a
special case. It has a population within the 2nd quartile (421583 people) and
we cannot attempt such a straight explanation.

By relaxing the condition for a linear response and withdrawing the two
above departments considered as outliers, we fit the resulting dataset to a Gen-
eralized Additive Model (GAM). The resulting value corresponding to deviance
explained by the GAM, estimated against the null model is 47.3%. As a stan-
dard practice, this value is identified as a pseudo-R2 for the model. Figure
6 shows the GAM fit to the data, together with the one-standard deviation
region estimated by the model.

Leaving aside the disease epicenters that we take as primary hot spots,
Figure 5 demonstrates that the Escuintla department, another member of
group G1, can be considered as a high-risk department for virus spread, given
its PCII score. Indeed, Table 1 shows that the carrying capacity of Escuintla’s
first wave was relatively high, unlike departments such as El Progreso, which
also belongs to G1 but has a lower carrying capacity (high PCII score). We
used this criterion to withdrawn El Progreso from the virus spread high-risk
group. The Santa Rosa and Chiquimula departments, belonging to the G2
group, experienced an early peak within the initial COVID outbreak. However,
they are characterized by intermediate PCII and ρ values, therefore they pre-
sumably do not contribute dominantly in shaping the spatial spread pattern.
Therefore we’ll consider them as belonging to a third category of risk.

Seemingly, a key role in epidemic spread is played by the G3 group, as
its members have all similar wave patterns and relatively high importation
risk index. Those localities have important urban centers which exhibited high
community-level transmission during the pandemic and, additionally, present
high connectivity with their nearby departments. According to the PCA scores,
these departments can be considered as potential high-risk secondary cities in
the epidemic outbreak pathway.

Finally, Figure 5b strengthens the hypothesis that the departments from
groups G5 and G6 have, on average, the lowest connectivity to the primary
hot spots and therefore their epidemic wave peaks will appear delayed with
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respect to the first regional waves. We summarize the principal points of this
discussion in the spread risk map of Figure 7.

Heretofore, our findings strongly support employing the wave patterns
landscape analysis as a guide to evaluate future epidemic spread risks in
countries like Guatemala, which lack a strong epidemiological response data
management infrastructure.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we focused on the initial phase of the COVID-19 epidemic in
Guatemala and used the regional growth curves characterization for spread
risk assessment. Using the phenomenological Richards Model applied to the
initial COVID-19 infection outbreak, we proposed an evidence-based risk map
that highlights the regions which play a key role in the temporal progression
of the disease. The proposed risk map is grounded on a spatial association
analysis, mainly provided by the classification of regional waves via the PCA
technique and complemented by human mobility data. The main contribution
of the present work is the use of past epidemic growth profiles to reveal not
only spatial similarities among different geographical regions but also previ-
ously unnoticed connections among these. As a result, better predictions of an
epidemiological process in spatial networks is obtained.

The utility of the proposed risk map goes beyond the development of the
COVID-19 disease in Guatemala, and might be considered as a tool to guide
intervention plans in future outbreaks of airborne communicable diseases with
similar epidemiology. This is particularly relevant, considering that the early
conditions of the COVID-19 epidemic progression experienced in Guatemala,
where lax public health measures were adopted, are likely to be reproduced
in new epidemic outbreaks. Further studies are required to better understand
the coupled dynamics on networks. We believe that the elements presented
here consist of an important insight and first step on top of which a thorough
mechanistic modeling approach can be built.
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Fig. 2: Obtained principal component space (a) and relation of the obtained
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